Objectives. Protest responses, whereby respondents refuse to state the value they place on the health gain, are commonly encountered in contingent valuation (CV) studies, and they tend to be excluded from analyses. Such an approach will be biased if protesters differ from non-protesters on characteristics that predict their responses. The Heckman selection model has been commonly used to adjust for protesters, but its underlying assumptions may be implausible in this context. We present a multiple imputation (MI) approach to appropriately address protest responses in CV studies, and compare it with the Heckman selection model. Methods. This study exploits data from the multinational EuroVaQ study, which surveyed respondents' willingness-to-pay (WTP) for a Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY). Here, our simulation study assesses the relative performance of MI and Heckman selection models across different realistic settings grounded in the EuroVaQ study, including scenarios with different proportions of missing data and non-response mechanisms. We then illustrate the methods in the EuroVaQ study for estimating mean WTP for a QALY gain. Results. We find that MI provides lower bias and mean squared error compared with the Heckman approach across all considered scenarios. The simulations suggest that the Heckman approach can lead to considerable underestimation or overestimation of mean WTP due to violations in the normality assumption, even after log-transforming the WTP responses. The case study illustrates that protesters are associated with a lower mean WTP for a QALY gain compared with non-protesters, but that the results differ according to method for handling protesters. Conclusions. MI is an appropriate method for addressing protest responses in CV studies.
C ontingent valuation (CV) surveys are one of the principal methods to value goods or services for which no market exists. 1 CV seeks the maximum willingness-to-pay (WTP) for a commodity or the minimum willingness to accept compensation for the lack of a commodity through the presentation of hypothetical scenarios. Values are elicited from respondents in the form of an open response or the acceptance or rejection of a single or multiple values (bidding games). Valuation of commodities is an essential pre-requisite for Cost-Benefit Analysis, 2 and, hence, CV surveys are widely used in formulating environment and transport policy. Their application in health care is increasing in areas as diverse as diagnostic tests, 3 dental interventions, 4 and estimating the threshold value of a QALY for decision making within the cost-utility framework. 5 There are well-documented challenges to the implementation of CV, including strategic responses, anchoring or framing effects, and refusal to engage with a request to state a WTP value or accept/reject a given value (protesting). [6] [7] [8] This paper focuses on the specific issue of protesting. Respondents commonly refuse to state a WTP value or indicate their acceptance/rejection of a given value in CV surveys. This may be because they place zero value on the commodity. Alternatively, respondents may object to the principle of placing a monetary value on the commodity, or they may feel strongly that the responsibility for provision falls on another actor, such as the Government. 9 Differentiating between zero values and protest responses is usually based on responses to a follow-up question requesting the selection of reason(s) for the refusal to respond from a menu of options. There is no universal agreement on the criteria for categorizing responses as protest or zero values. 10 The number of protest responses can be sizeable. A recent review of 254 environmental CV studies indicates that around 18% of respondents protested but demonstrated considerable heterogeneity across studies. 11 Protest responses are commonly excluded or assigned a zero value before estimating the mean and median WTP. 10 Either approach may bias WTP estimates. 12 Zero is unlikely to reflect the value placed on the commodity by protesters. Excluding protesters relies on an assumption that the probability of protesting is independent of both the observed and unobserved factors (analogous to missing completely at random, MCAR). If the differences between protesters and non-protesters can be explained by differences in the observed data, (protest) responses are said to be missing at random (MAR). In this case, bias caused by 'protesting' can be corrected by adjusting for observed factors that predict the likelihood of protesting. If the probability of protesting is associated with unobserved characteristics, then the responses are said to be missing not at random (MNAR), and conditioning on the observed data may not eliminate bias entirely.
Previous studies have considered the traditional Heckman selection model 13 to adjust for nonresponders (protesters) in contingent valuation studies. 14 The Heckman model addresses sample selection by adjusting the analysis (regression model) for the probability of being a protester (i.e., being selected to the sample). In other words, it recognizes the possibility that the observed data (non-protesters) may not be a representative sample of the population of interest. An alternative approach to deal with sample selection is multiple imputation (MI). 15 This method was originally proposed to deal with non-responses in surveys and has been applied in other areas, such as biostatistics, epidemiology, and social sciences. With MI, the idea is to replace each missing (protest) response with a plausible value conditional on the observed data. The imputed values are often predicted from a regression model (imputation model) that includes all the variables associated with the response and the probability of being a protester.
Both Heckman and MI approaches can correct for the potential bias arising from protest responses by adjusting for observed differences between protesters and non-protesters. In principle, the standard Heckman model can also accommodate potential MNAR mechanisms, but this relies entirely on parametric assumptions (about both model specification and distribution of the data).
A key distinction between Heckman and MI models is, therefore, the way these approaches deal with responses that are not normally distributed. For example, the standard Heckman selection model assumes that the error terms for both the model for the probability of being a protester and the model for the observed data follow a bivariate normal distribution. There is considerable evidence that the Heckman approach is highly sensitive to violations of this assumption. 16, 17 While semiparametric 18 and non-parametric 19 extensions of the original Heckman model have been proposed, their implementation is challenging and not available in standard software. Alternatively, we can transform (normalize) the response before estimation so that the normality assumption is more plausible. However, this does not allow the response to be modelled in the original scale and requires backtransforming the parameter of interest, which may be prone to issues such as heteroscedasticity. Unlike the Heckman approach, MI allows the imputation model to be estimated separately from the analysis model. 20 This provides MI with important advantages. First, more plausible distributional assumptions can be made for the imputation model. For example, non-normal responses can be normalized before imputation and back-transformed to the original scale before applying the analysis model to estimate the parameters of interest. Second, an appropriate model can be used to estimate the parameter of interest while maintaining the outcome of interest in the original scale. Third, both imputation and analysis can be modelled semi-or non-parametrically in a relatively straightforward way.
This paper presents an MI approach to appropriately address protest responses in CV studies, and compares it to Heckman selection models currently adopted in CV studies. We address this by comparing the methods in a simulation study across a range of realistic scenarios, and illustrating these approaches in the multinational EuroVaQ survey. The next section describes the motivating example. Then, we introduce the statistical methods and the design for the simulation study. We then present the results of the simulation study and the case study. Finally, we consider the implications and limitations of the key findings.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE: THE EUROVAQ DIRECT SURVEY
The EuroVaQ study included 2 large CV surveys of over 37,000 people as part of a project to value a QALY. [21] [22] [23] Population sampling was broadly representative of the population distributions for age, sex, region of country, and socioeconomic status. The survey analyzed here contained 13 questions and was split into 4 versions so that each respondent answered 4 or 5 questions. Data were obtained from 13,657 respondents in 9 European countries. Respondents were allocated to a questionnaire version at random.
The format of the survey is described in detail elsewhere. 23 Respondents were initially asked to indicate their own health on a scale of 0 (death) to 100 (full health) and how long they were expecting to live. The majority of the following CV questions assumed respondents maintained their current health state for their life expectancy if they purchased a treatment to avoid a health loss. The health increases from purchasing treatment were of predominantly one QALY in the form of improvements in quality of life (QOL) and gains in longevity. In this paper, we focus on responses to 5 'key' questions. Each of these questions appeared in 2 of the 4 questionnaire versions. The questions described:
Gain in QOL of 25 points (pts) over 4 y (used in simulation study) Gain in QOL of 10 points over 10 y Gain in life expectancy of one QALY (at end of natural life) Avoidance of coma, duration equivalent to one QALY (longevity gain now) Postponement of death from terminal illness for one QALY (longevity gain now)
All 5 questions form the basis of this case study; simulation studies are performed using data from the first question.
Respondents provided open-ended WTP values constrained by a 'card sort' exercise. Before eliciting payment, respondents were asked whether they would be willing to pay for the health gain. Those who agreed to pay were presented with 15 cards containing values ranging from about USD15 to USD460,000 (in local currency) and asked to sort the cards into 3 categories: amounts they would pay, amounts they would not pay, and amounts for which they were unsure. An open-ended maximum WTP value was then solicited within the range indicated by the respondent's card sort. Respondents unwilling to pay for the health gain were asked to select a reason. Consistent with previous analysis, we categorized these respondents as protesters if, from a menu of responses, they selected solely a statement that the Government should pay for health care. Respondents selecting any of the remaining statements (for example, a statement that they could not afford it) were assigned a WTP of zero. Table 1 summarizes response rates to the 5 key questions we analyzed across each version of the questionnaire. Respondents choosing not to pay varied from 24% to 48% across questions in each of the versions. Between 6% and 10% of all respondents were classified as protesters. Protesters differed from non-protesters according to some observed characteristics, notably age, sex, social class, and education level but not income ( Table 2) . Table 2 also reports mean WTP responses to the 5 questions according to whether the respondents chose to protest for one or more questions (but not always) or never protested. Values are reported in USD after conversion at purchasing power parity (PPP) rates. Except for the coma question, mean WTP values for respondents who sometimes protested were 53% to 86% lower than those who never protested. The distribution of WTP data was highly skewed with a long right tail and a spike at zero (Figure 1 , Supplementary material). Log transformation reduced skewness and kurtosis but the resulting distribution was still far from normal (Figure 2 , Supplementary material). 
STATISTICAL METHODS TO ADJUST FOR PROTESTERS Heckman Selection Model
The Heckman model addresses sample selection by adjusting the analysis (regression model) for the probability of being a protester (i.e., being selected to the sample). The classical 2-step approach involves using probit regression to derive a correction factor (the inverse Mills ratio), which is included in a linear regression of the response. 24 This is often estimated by limited information maximum likelihood (LIML); however, this approach is sensitive to collinearity between the inverse Mills ratio and the predictors of the response. Hence, it is recommended to fit both models simultaneously using full information maximum likelihood (FIML). 17 To help identification of the Heckman model, estimated by either LIML or FIML, the selection model should include at least one variable that is predictive of the probability of response but unrelated to the response (exclusion restrictions). 25 A detailed description of the Heckman selection model is provided in the supplementary material.
A central assumption to the standard Heckman selection model is the bivariate normality, and hence WTP data presents challenges to the application of this approach. The distribution of WTP data from open-ended responses is typically highly skewed with a spike at zero. Log transformation is commonly undertaken to reduce skew and generate approximately normal distributions. However, this has 2 limitations: 1) it does not allow for the estimation and interpretation of the parameters of interest in the original scale; 2) the log transformation does not eliminate the spike at zero. To help address the latter, a Tobit specification can be used. This assumes the underlying values of the outcome y Ã i are left censored at zero. More formally,
The substitution of Tobit regression in place of OLS regression in the second step of the Heckman selection model has been advocated to allow for WTP data with a large proportion of zero values. 14 
Multiple Imputation
An alternative approach to deal with sample selection is multiple imputation (MI). 15 Briefly, MI involves replacing each missing (protest) response with several plausible values drawn from the posterior conditional distribution of the missing values given the observed data. After imputation, the outcome regression model is applied to each imputed dataset to estimate the parameters of interest. A detailed MI procedure is described in the supplementary material.
A flexible MI approach to address the distributional challenges inherent in WTP data is to use chained equations. 26 When variables are highly skewed or semi-continuous, semi-parametric imputation methods, such as predictive mean matching (PMM), are recommended. 27 Rather than imputing values directly from a posterior normal distribution, PMM replaces missing observations using an observed value whose linear prediction closely matches the linear prediction of the missing value. This guarantees that the imputed values are sampled only from the observed values, and respects the distribution of the data.
Simulation Design
Missing data were simulated from the observed WTP responses to 1 of the 5 questions in the case study: the health gain of 25 pts over 4 y. For the purposes of the simulation, we focused on the subsample of patients who responded to this question and assumed that the mean WTP derived from the observed responses (n = 7,938) was the 'true value'. We then set some of the responses to missing, and assessed how well the estimates provided by the different adjustment methods compared with the 'true' values. This allowed us to assess the relative performance of the methods in a realistic case study rather than using stylized simulated data derived from parametric assumptions.
Briefly, we examined 3 broad settings in which missing data (protest responses) were simulated as MCAR, MAR, or MNAR. For the MCAR setting, we randomly replaced a proportion of WTP observations with missing values. For the MAR setting, we simulated missing data using a model in which the chance of protesting was associated with WTP responses to other survey questions. For the MNAR setting, the probability of protesting was associated with the WTP response itself. In all 3 settings, we varied the proportion of missing data across a range of 10% to 50%. Finally, we also generated missing responses for all respondents who selected 'government should pay' as a reason for electing not to pay for any other health gain in the survey regardless of whether they selected additional reasons indicating a zero WTP value (18% of responses). Further details of the simulation mechanisms are provided in the supplementary material.
Selection and imputation models included predictors such as individual characteristics (e.g., age, gender, income, education, etc.), country indicators, and the WTP responses for other health gain questions. For each broad missing data mechanism (MCAR, MAR and MNAR), we investigated the performance of the methods considering the whole sample (base-case), 2 subsets of the observed responses (scenarios 1 and 2), and an additional scenario (3) with a different selection or imputation model. These scenarios considered 20% missing data. More specifically:
1. We deleted all respondents with missing household income data.
A common response to extremely high values in
contingent valuation studies is to delete the top 1% of positive WTP responses. This 'trim' mitigates the potential for very high values to disproportionately influence mean WTP. We deleted the top 1% of WTP responses to the 25 pt/4 y QOL gain question. 3. We excluded the WTP responses to the other health gain questions from both the selection and imputation models (mimicking a scenario with a single WTP question).
Implementation
We estimated Heckman selection models using both FIML and LIML, and considering a Tobit specification for the outcome regression. With the Heckman model, it is commonplace in the literature to log-transform WTP data before modelling and then interpret the coefficients of the semi-Log regression model. It is rarely acknowledged that such inference concerns the geometric rather than the arithmetic mean. Conversion to the arithmetic mean is possible with the use of smearing factors, 28 but complicated by the presence of heteroskedasticity. 29 To avoid these issues and allow for a comparison of arithmetic means, we applied the Heckman approach to the log-transformed WTP response but then back-transformed the predicted values to the original scale before estimating the mean WTP.
Both MI approaches (with and without PMM) used a 2-stage approach 30 to accommodate the spike in WTP values at zero: logistic regression to impute a binary variable indicating 0 or 1 (positive values) for the missing WTP; conditional on imputing the value 1, a linear regression to impute positive values for each missing response.
For each scenario, we created 500 bootstrap replicates of the EuroVaQ data and generated the missing data in each bootstrap sample. Bootstrapping is often preferred to a Monte Carlo approach when aiming to simulate from the empirical distribution of the data rather than simulating from a specific parametric distribution. 31 We then applied the methods to the 500 datasets and calculated bias and rMSE as:
Where u denotes the true mean andû the estimate obtained from each method in the l51, . . . ,N replicated dataset, with N5500. Briefly, biases closer to zero and with a lower rMSE indicate 'better' performance of the methods. While the bias assesses the deviations from the true value, the rMSE quantifies the overall accuracy of the method, which includes bias and variability. In the Appendix, for simulations applied to the raw data with 20% missing, we illustrate the distribution of data selected as missing with MCAR, MAR, and MNAR mechanisms alongside the predicted values derived from MI and Heckman selection models. This study has not considered confidence interval coverage, since our primary concern is how well (least biased) each method performs compared with the true mean WTP, rather than Type-I or Type-II errors related to hypothesis testing.
Illustrating the Methods in the Case Study
In the re-analysis of the case study, we applied the FIML Heckman selection model and MI with PMM to 'predict' WTP values for protesters for the 5 key questions: the 25 pt/4 y and the 10 pt/10 y QOL gains arising imminently, and the 3 gains in life expectancy. We applied these approaches the same way as in the simulations except that, when undertaking MI, we treated household income as a continuous variable and imputed missing values. Confidence intervals around both mean and median WTP values were derived from 1,000 bootstrap replications.
This study was undertaken without external funding support.
RESULTS

Simulation Study
To simplify the presentation of the results, we focus the reporting on the performance of the FIML Heckman selection model and MI with PMM. Results for the LIML Heckman selection model, the Tobit variant and MI without PMM with 20% missing data are provided in the supplementary material. Table 3 reports the bias and rMSE derived from MI and Heckman models in each of the 3 base case settings (MCAR, MAR, and MNAR). Overall, MI led to the least biased results and lowest rMSE compared with the Heckman selection model, irrespective of the missing data mechanism. For MI, in both the MCAR and MAR settings, bias and rMSE were consistently low across all missing data proportions; bias and rMSE were generally much higher with the Heckman selection models. Simulation results with the Heckman selection models showed a pattern in which mean WTP was either considerably underestimated or overestimated, and the proportion of simulations in which mean WTP was overestimated increased with the proportion of missing data. Thus, biases are negative at 10% to 20% missing data and positive at 40% to 50% missing data. As expected, MI performs poorly when the data is MNAR. However, bias is generally lower than that observed with the Heckman selection model, and rMSE is always lower. Table 4 reports bias and rMSE across the 3 additional scenarios within each broad missing data setting (MCAR, MAR and MNAR). MI continued to outperform the Heckman selection model in terms of bias and rMSE. Excluding those respondents with missing income data had little impact on the performance of either the MI or Heckman methods. After trimming the top 1% of WTP responses, bias was considerably reduced for the Heckman selection models but it remained larger than bias with MI; both methods performed much better in the MNAR scenario as compared with the base case. Excluding covariate WTP data (other WTP questions) had a detrimental effect on bias and rMSE for both MI and Heckman selection models but the impact was small in the MCAR and MAR scenarios with MI. Table 5 reports the mean and median WTP values for all 5 'key' health gain questions for protesters and for all respondents according to method. Overall, mean WTP values are modestly reduced after adjusting for protesters using MI or a Heckman selection model. Confidence intervals around mean WTP values indicate a significant difference between mean WTP for gains in QOL and gains in longevity in the coma scenario. A further premium is placed on gains in longevity in the terminal illness scenario. These results strengthen the findings of previous analysis that did not adjust for protesters. 23 After MI, mean WTP values for protesters as a percentage of the mean for non-protesters ranged from 34% (25 pt/4 y QOL gain) to 47% (increase in life expectancy). These ratios are similar to those observed when comparing mean WTP for respondents who sometimes protested with means for respondents who never protested ( Table 2) . After applying the FIML selection model, mean values for protesters were 4% to 10% of the corresponding means for non-protesters across the 5 questions. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the raw WTP data for non-protesters and predictions for protesters derived using MI and the Heckman selection model for 3 of the 5 questions.
Estimation of Mean WTP for Protesters in EuroVaQ
DISCUSSION
We assessed MI and Heckman selection models across a range of realistic settings in which empirical WTP data were set to MCAR, missing dependent on observed respondents' WTP for other questions in the survey (MAR), and missing dependent on (unobserved) respondents' WTP (MNAR). Overall, MI resulted in consistently lower biases and rMSE as compared with Heckman selection models across the scenarios considered. The simulations suggested that the Heckman approach can lead to considerable underestimation or overestimation of mean WTP due to violations of the normality assumption, even after log-transforming the WTP responses. This is mitigated after trimming the top 1% of WTP values. However, bias and rMSE were still lower with MI compared to the Heckman model. While in theory the Heckman approach may provide flexibility to accommodate data that are MNAR, our results suggest that the violation of the bivariate normality assumption may outweigh those benefits. The limitations of this approach in nonnormal data are well documented. 20 This study considered open-ended WTP data; however, the application to dichotomous data and multiple bid data is relatively straightforward.
The MI approach performed well across all MAR scenarios and no worse than complete-case analysis when the data were MNAR. This relied on the inclusion of all observed covariates predicting missingness, notably the additional WTP response data. Exclusion of this data led to higher bias and rMSE, particularly where missingness was not at random. Future studies should carefully consider all variables associated with both the probability of protesting (missing) and the incomplete response, including other WTP responses if these exist, so that the MAR assumption is more plausible. Sensitivity analysis of the impact of potential departures from MAR is recommended. This paper considered 2 MI approaches (2-step MI based on normality or with PMM) that can make more plausible distributional assumptions of WTP responses in CV studies. Both are easily implemented within standard statistical software. Surprisingly, our simulations found that the MI under normality performed nearly as well as MI with PMM. These findings corroborate previous studies that found that MI is relatively robust to departures from normality. 32, 33 Importantly, MI offers further advantages compared to the Heckman approach: missing data in covariates (such as household income) are naturally accommodated; it can be combined with a wide range of models to estimate the parameter of interest, and the ease of application of semi-parametric methods can avoid the need to transform the dependent variable.
A number of authors have proposed modifications to the Heckman selection model that allow relaxation of some of the distributional assumptions (Vella 18 provides a useful summary). Gallant and Nychka propose a semi-parametric method that relaxes the assumption of bivariate normality in the error terms. 34 Two-step parametric methods have also been developed that sidestep the requirement for bivariate normality, including the use of copula functions to transform the error terms into bivariate normal distributions. [35] [36] [37] However, semiparametric methods are computationally intense, and the 2-step parametric approaches remain susceptible to collinearity problems in the absence of a strong instrument. Despite the availability of a rich source of covariate data, we did not identify any variable in the EuroVaQ data that was strongly predictive of missingness (protesting) but unrelated to observed WTP values. This is a common challenge when estimating selection models.
Both Heckman and MI approaches suggest that protesters place a lower value on health gains than non-protesters. The results after MI indicate a mean WTP for protesters of roughly 40% of the corresponding mean WTP for non-protesters. This ratio is similar to the ratio between observed WTP for respondents who sometimes protest and respondents who never protest (Table 2) , lending support to the results from MI. Studies in health care that have examined WTP for protesters are limited. Gervès-Pinquié and others report lower mean WTP for protesters on the WTP for informal care after applying a Heckman selection model to data. 38 In a study of WTP for colorectal cancer tests, Whynes and others characterized protesters using postvaluation comments collected from all respondents. 39 They reported a mean WTP of 25% to 30% lower for protesters. Evidence of the relative value placed on environmental commodities by protesters compared with non-protesters is conflicting, with some studies reporting higher WTP 40, 41 and others reporting lower WTP. 42, 43 This study has some limitations. The survey was undertaken online, which facilitated a large sample size. However, respondents may not have given the survey their full attention, potentially reducing the quality of the data. Respondents were offered a limited menu of responses after electing not to pay, and protesters were narrowly defined. Whilst this gives some confidence that respondents classified as protesters were correctly identified, we may have misclassified respondents electing not to pay because they found the scenario implausible, or they disengaged from the survey. A further limitation is that the survey was not incentive compatible. The distribution of the EuroVaQ WTP data is highly skewed. Whilst we observed that MI outperformed Heckman selection models even after 'trimming' the top 1% of responses, it is possible that these distributions and the resulting poor performance of selection models do not generalize beyond the valuation of health. For comparing the methods, we have generated missing data from the empirical WTP responses in the EuroVAQ study. Although the true data generation process is unknown, this allowed us to test the methods in a realistic setting. More importantly, we could control for the missing data mechanism, and applied the same analysis model (to estimate mean WTP) across all scenarios, so that any differences across the analytical methods could be attributed to their ability to handle the missing data.
CONCLUSIONS
Previous studies have used the Heckman selection model to correct for selection bias arising from protest responses in CV surveys. Our simulation studies found that MI outperformed selection models across all MCAR, MAR, and MNAR settings. They provided further evidence that selection models are sensitive to the bivariate normality assumption, and this may result in misleading inferences in the context of CV. MI appeared to generate more plausible WTP values for protesters in EuroVaQ, a large contingent valuation survey of health gains, and indicated that protesters place a mean value on health gains approximately half that of non-protesters. MI is easy to implement and provides additional flexibility to accommodate missing covariates and zero WTP values. We recommend the use of MI to adjust for protest responses in the analysis of CV data.
